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Relax!
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Handouts!



Building community w/ social media

  1. Community video
  2. Geotagging
  3. Enable local conversations
  4. Tap into sharing economy
  5. Twitter ecosystem



1. Community video

Think of your site not just 
as a way to showcase 
your own journalism but 
as a platform to connect 
users with interesting 
events taking place in the 
community. Enlist partner 
organizations. Enable live 
chat.

Streaming video tools 
include Kyte.com, 
Qik.com, Ustream.tv, 
Livestream.com, 
Flixwagon.com and 
Youcaster.com.

Video + chat = 
engagement

This is the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, student journalism channel. 
http://www.kyte.tv/ch/109996-jmsnews 
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Live video streaming

ImpreMedia teamed up 
with the PBS NewsHour 
to live-stream the Sonia 
Sotomayor hearings. 
ImpreMedia went from 
20,000 streams during 
2008 campaign season 
to 45,000 streams this 
past spring. PBS 
provided the signal & 
video player, 
ImpreMedia provided 
the Spanish 
translations.   



2. Geotagging

Visitors to Flickr could see photos of the 2007 disaster taken from 
multiple vantage points. Many new digital cameras and mobile 
devices, like the iPhone, come with geotagging enabled by default.  

Minneapolis 
bridge collapse
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Geotagging an art walk

An afternoon
with smart phones
Dan Gillmor took a class of 
journalism students at Arizona 
State University out for a stroll 
and created a cool Flickr map 
with more than 120 photos 
captured with G1 smart phones. 

“It was absurdly easy,” he says.

News organizations should enlist 
community members with geo-
location capable devices to 
cover concerts, political rallies 
and community events.



Geotagging local news
http://chicago.everyblock.com/crime/
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Community photo albums

NewWest.Net created 
a group pool on Flickr 
for readers to add 
photos to. People 
have added more 
than 18,000 photos.
 
http://www.flickr.com/
groups/newwest

NewWest.Net
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3. Enable conversations

Avert registration fatigue 
& BugMeNot syndrome 
by giving commenters 
more ways to sign into 
your site.
 



 

Social news services 

Digg: 35 million monthly unique visitors; 80 

million outbound links per month; home 

page story on Digg will send 20,000 to 

200,000+ clicks

Facebook Connect: Each story shared on 

Facebook is seen on avg. by 40+ friends. 

Use it to authenticate comments.

Google Friend Connect: Just beginning, 

with same potential for large network effect.



Even the Twitter illiterate can benefit



Oh, the irony



The power of widgets

 World news widget

Widgets are prettified RSS 
feeds. It’s easy & free to turn 
your existing feeds into 
widgets.

Create widgets for your 
business, opinion, politics, 
sports sections. Two benefits:

• slick packaging of content
• enlist users to distribute 
content

Services: Widgetbox, 
Nervibes, Yahoo Widgets.



Take the pulse of the community

 Real-time
conversations

Turn Twitter 
conversations into 
widgets. Tap into the 
conversations that are 
already taking place in 
your community: 
Widgets let you post 
discussions tailored to 
specific topics or 
geographic locations.

Monitter widget on 
Socialbrite.org



4. Tap into the sharing economy

Free content:

Don’t do all the heavy lifting!
(Yes, this requires a new mindset)

Creative Commons 
photo on Flickr by
Jason Means



Creative Commons

• Rich source of free 
commercial material.

• Flickr: 15 million Attribution 
licenses

• Flickr: 10 million Attribution 
ShakeAlike licenses

creativecommons.org

flickr.com/creativecommons

Free content:



Leverage the ecosystem of free

WordPress & its plug-ins
Drupal
Joomla & other open 
source platforms
Kaltura

Free content! Free resources!

Free content:

Free platforms!

Free photos 
Free videos (TED Talks, etc.)
Free music & audio

Socialbrite.org/sharing-center
Creativecommons.org
Meetup.com

Free expertise!
BarCamp
PodCamp
WordCamp
Social Media                   
Club



5. Use the Twitter ecosystem
http://www.mediaontwitter.com/
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Journalists who Twitter
http://muckrack.com/
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Journalists who get it

 

@dsarno 
Business reporter,    
LA Times

@jamesjanega 
General assignment 
reporter,
Chicago Tribune

@kimpainter 
Health columnist,
USA Today



And journalists who don’t



Tweeting done right: JD’s 75-25 Rule

 

Omar Gallaga
Austin American Statesman

3 conversational tweets 
for every ‘broadcast’ tweet
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How journalists can use Twitter
To report breaking news (KPBS on San Diego                                
wildfires; Red River flooding in North Dakota)

Like Ev said: Curate!

To solicit interview questions (NPR’s David                            
Greene: Twitter users’ questions were better                    than 
my own)

To identify experts outside of your Rolodex — especially 
women and people of color

To connect with real people (Chicago Tribune holds tweetups 
at a neighborhood pub)

To bounce ideas & questions off the wisdom of the crowd

And, yes, to tweet out stories you’ve written



Make Twitter work for you

“Twitter is just amazing. It's the perfect tool for journalists.”
— Arturo Duran, CEO/Publisher, ImpreMedia Digital (El Diario, La Opinion, et al.)

Train your staff on how to use Twitter

Not a broadcasting medium to distribute headlines

Unlearn the conventions of journalism

Start by listening & observing, but then:

Be human, be conversational, not detached

nytimes.com: Twitter drives 10% of its traffic

#1 traffic driver: retweets



Twitter accounts page

http://www.statesman.com/news/
content/standing/twitter.html

Austin American Statesman
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Identify & engage influencers

Scope out Twitterers with large # followers. How do 
their interests intersect with your site’s?

Learn about how people in your community use social 
media

Connect with social media influencers through 
search.twitter.com, TwitterLocal, NearbyTweets, etc.

Ask people around you (neighbors, students, young 
people in your newsroom) how they use social media



Use hash tags to join conversations

At left, widget found at:  
http://journchat.info

Find relevant hashtags through 
hashtags.org or Twitter Search

Join (but don’t spam) 
conversation threads

Start your own hashtag

Some hashtags to latch on to: 
#health #sports #latino 
#education #democracy #politics 
#Obama #news #media 
#journalism #journchat 

http://journchat.info
http://journchat.info
http://journchat.info
http://journchat.info


Essential Twitter tools

Dashboard apps: Tweetdeck, Seesmic Desktop or 
Hootsuite (Web-based)

Real-time Web search: Twitter Search, Tweetmeme, 
TwitScoop, OneRiot, Scoopler, SearchMerge

Mobile apps: Tweetie, Twitterific, Twitterfon, Twittelator, 
Tweetstack

Metrics: Bit.ly, TweetStats, Twitterholic, Twinfluence, 
TwitterGrader, Twittorati, Twitalyzer

Report from the field: Twitcam lets you tweet while 
live-streaming & enables live chat with users



Pay attention to Google Wave

Promising online collaboration tool for journalists — collaborate 
with each other (share a virtual notebook ) or with audience 
members.

Users can leave comments on particular paragraphs or sections 
of stories

Brings other applications into the picture, letting you insert other 
media assets (voice recordings, text messages) into a story

http://wave.google.com/

http://wave.google.com/help/wave/closed.html
http://wave.google.com/help/wave/closed.html


Future will look less like this ...



And more like this ...
http://utoi.soitu.es/todos.html
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or this ...
http://www.periodismociudadano.com/
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Thank you!
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Image:  Universal McCann: Wave.3 report
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